A Page in a Book
by Gerry Paige Smith

Celebrating Little (Strong & Independent) Girls
It’s a brave new world out there for girls. It was only in the last century that
women gained full access to education, voting, fair employment and other freedoms and rights that they’d not enjoyed previously. While most of the biggest
barriers for girls have dropped, it remains important that today’s youth remember
feminine examples who carved a path through forbidden territory to make the path
easier for those who came later. The following titles celebrate independent, courageous women who blazed the trail for today’s strong, independent little girls.

Stand Straight, Ella Kate

by Kate Klise and M. Sarah Klise (Dial Books / Penguin)
This true story of a real giant follows the tale of Ella Kate Ewing, who started out small and grew to
the staggering height of eight feet. Ella’s normal childhood shifts when she begins to grow taller than
her classmates, and then taller than her parents. Too large for the desks at school, too big to play hide
& go seek, and teased about her stature by the meaner sort, Ella’s small town was becoming too small
for her to be happy. But when a museum manager from Chicago offered Ella the chance to stand up
tall and use her height to her advantage, she took the world by storm and made her fortune with her
head held high. Featuring amazing endpapers with facts about Ella’s size, Stand Straight, Ella Kate is
an inspirational story of a nineteenth century girl who discovered how to put her advantage to the best
use!

Marching with Aunt Susan

by Claire Rudolph Murphy, Illustrated by Stacey Schuett (Peachtree Publishers)
Even though she could ride a bicycle faster than everyone on her block, Bessie wasn’t included
on hikes with her father and brothers. She was told that hiking wasn’t for girls. But when staying home
meant helping prepare for a suffrage tea, Bessie soon discovers that she’s not the only one feeling left
out. The main guest of the tea is Susan B. Anthony, an aged woman who has spent the greater part of
her life organizing women to speak out and stand up for the right to vote. Anthony’s story and passion
move Bessie to help women struggle for equal rights, if only in the ways a child can. A dynamic story
that follows the passion of the suffragette movement through the eyes of a young girl, Marching with Aunt
Susan shares an important aspect of yesterday’s journey to women’s rights with the children of today.

Women Explorers

by Julie Cummins, Illustrated by Cheryl Harness (Dial Books / Penguin)
This collection of short biographies features trail-blazing women who ventured into wilderness
and wonders world-wide, traveling into territory where only men had ventured before. From mountain
peaks to African rivers, there were women in the 18th century who were venturing into jungles and icy
wastelands that would intimidate even the bravest of men. Some were wealthy socialites whose passion for knowledge moved them out of their elegant salons into the wilds. Others were poor women who
overcame impossible odds to journey into unknown territory for the pursuit of wealth, science and sheer
adventure. Women Explorers blends pistols, perils and petticoats into an exciting assemblage of ladies
who went out on a limb, long before it was proper, and changed history!
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